Southern Software, Inc. Deploys
Integrated M2SYS Fingerprint Software
within Jail Management Platform to
Multiple Detention Centers for
Positive Inmate Identification
Leading Provider of Software and Services for the Public Safety Industry
Provides Detention Centers with Powerful Fingerprint Biometrics Software to
Create Efficiencies and Safeguard Public Interest
ATLANTA, GA – May 11 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — M2SYS Technology, a biometric
technology research and development company, announced today that Southern
Software, Inc. of North Carolina, a leading provider of municipal and public
safety products, has successfully integrated the M2SYS Bio-Plugin(TM)
fingerprint software technology into its Jail-Pak(TM) inmate management
application and has deployed it to detention centers in Roanoke, VA, Benton
County, AR, Hamblen County, TN, and Uvalde County, TX. The software is being
used to identify unknown inmates at the point of entry, track inmate
movements and activities, and verify identity prior to release, creating
operational efficiencies and bolstering security.

“M2SYS
offers very robust, scalable, server-based fingerprint software that we

rapidly integrated without expending valuable resources,” noted Larry
Caddell, CEO of Southern Software, Inc. “In addition, their partnership and
pricing model provides the opportunity to open a new revenue channel while
keeping the biometric software affordable for our customers. The jails
currently using the software have reported very positive results with
accuracy rates of 100%. We already have additional facilities lining up to
implement this extremely valuable biometric technology.”
*(Photo Caption: M2-S Fingerprint Reader.)
“The pace at which Southern Software was able to integrate and begin
deploying a fully developed, seamless fingerprint software system shows the
true power and viability of our Bio-Plugin(TM) biometric adoption
methodology,” commented Michael Trader, President of M2SYS. “With this
innovative method of transforming any biometric technology SDK into a rapidly
integrable, enterprise-level system, M2SYS offers unparalleled flexibility to
software developers and is accelerating the growth of biometrics in our
marketplace.”
About M2SYS Technology
M2SYS Technology, www.m2sys.com, is a forward thinking biometric research and
development company. Its portfolio includes Bio-Plugin(TM), a patent-pending
integration methodology that software providers can use to rapidly adopt a
seamless, server-based biometric technology system with minimal development
effort.
About Southern Software, Inc.
Southern Software, www.southernsoftware.com, offers state-of-the-art public
safety software at competitive prices backed by outstanding service. Southern
Software has been in the public safety and municipal software arena since
1988.
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